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Surface structure of GaAs„2 5 11…

L. Geelhaar, Y. Temko, J. Ma´rquez, P. Kratzer, and K. Jacobi*
Fritz-Haber-Institut der Max-Planck-Gesellschaft, Faradayweg 4-6, D-14195 Berlin, Germany

~Received 10 October 2001; published 27 March 2002!

GaAs samples with orientations vicinal to~2 5 11! within 1° were prepared by molecular beam epitaxy and
analyzedin situ by scanning tunneling microscopy, low-energy electron diffraction, and reflection high-energy
electron diffraction. In addition, first-principles electronic structure calculations were carried out. GaAs~2 5 11!
is a stable surface whose orientation is located within the stereographic triangle. For a wide range of As-rich
conditions a (131) reconstruction forms that is characterized by an inclined series of three As dimers and that
fulfills the electron counting rule. The terrace size is limited only by the macroscopic off-orientation of the
samples. The surface is perturbed by thin stripes of the nearby orientation~3 7 15!. While the dangling bond
densities of GaAs~2 5 11! and GaAs~3 7 15! are almost equal, GaAs~3 7 15! violates the electron counting rule.
The analysis of this perturbation suggests that, in general, on semiconductor surfaces the gain in stability
arising from the minimization of the number of dangling bonds is significantly greater than the gain arising
from reaching a semiconducting ground state. Upon annealing of the samples in ultrahigh vacuum, a fairly
rough surface structure develops whose mean orientation is different from~2 5 11!.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.155308 PACS number~s!: 68.35.Bs, 81.05.Ea, 61.50.Ah, 68.37.Ef
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I. INTRODUCTION

Surfaces of single crystals can be divided according
their orientation into low-index and high-index surface
These names stem from the values of the respective M
indices. In this context, low means usually 0 or 1. For e
ample, for the diamond and zinc-blende lattices, and spe
cally for GaAs, the low-index surfaces are$001%, $011%, and
$111%. Low-index surfaces are characterized by high crys
symmetry. Along these planes the bulk crystal forms sta
low-energy surfaces. In contrast, high-index surfaces
generally expected to be unstable and to decay into face
low-index orientation. For this reason, low-index surfac
have been used in the vast majority of surface studies
semiconductor devices. However, in this paper we repor
the surface structure of GaAs~2 5 11!, a stable surface that i
oriented far away from all low-index surfaces.

In recent years the interest in high-index semiconduc
surfaces has markedly increased. This is mostly due to
rapidly expanding field of low-dimensional semiconduc
structures like quantum wires and quantum dots, that
technologically very promising.1 In particular, heterostruc
tures made from III-V semiconductors are expected to l
to improved lasers,2 and the prototype of these materials
GaAs. Because of their quantum nature, the properties
these low-dimensional structures are significantly influen
by their size and shape. Thus the analysis and the contr
these parameters are of utmost importance. Facets of h
index orientation have been observed to form naturally
such structures.3–6 The study of the respective planar su
faces is essential to validate the interpretation of the exp
mental data on the quantum structures and to model th
structures.

Also, the study of high-index surfaces increases the g
eral understanding of surface structures. On the basis o
abundance of data on low-index surfaces, guiding princip
have been developed that describe the structure of sem
ductor surfaces,7 e.g., the electron counting rule~ECR!.8 The
0163-1829/2002/65~15!/155308~13!/$20.00 65 1553
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necessarily more complex structures of high-index surfa
offer the possibility to verify the generality of these prin
ciples. In addition, on high-index surfaces new structu
motifs may occur, like the zigzag chain of arsenic dimers
GaAs~113!A–(831).9–11

A third motivation for the study of high-index surfaces
their potential as substrates for semiconductor devices.
performance of such devices depends on the orientation
the resulting properties of the substrate. For example,
GaAs~113!A quantum wires12 and quantum dots13 of excel-
lent quality have been created by a method that canno
employed on the standard substrate GaAs~001!. Therefore
the discovery of a new stable surface may open up the p
sibility to grow new types of heterostructures.

Zinc-blende-type crystals found in nature display on
few facet orientations. This observation is usually discus
in the context of the equilibrium crystal shape. In thermod
namic equilibrium, a given amount of crystalline mater
takes on the shape that minimizes its free energy. The
defined equilibrium crystal shape is determined by the f
surface energyg of the various crystalline facets. This wa
realized long ago, and the relation between crystal shape
surface free energies is expressed in rigorous terms by
Wulff construction.14 In a polar plot of the surface free en
ergy as a function of orientation, orientations for which low
energy surface structures exist appear as minima. In the t
cal case of positive step energies, these minima form inw
cusps in the polar plot ofg ~the so-called Wulff plot!. For a
typical covalent material, the Wulff construction yields th
result that only few such minima with the lowest surface fr
energies determine the equilibrium crystal shape complet
These correspond to the well-known low-index surfac
However, the surface energy at zero temperature is expe
to display additional local minima. Furthermore, we note th
full equilibration is often hampered by insufficient ma
transport on the surface. For a crystal cut in a certain dir
tion, mass transport is required to obtain a local orientat
different from the average long-range orientation of the s
©2002 The American Physical Society08-1
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faceQ, determined by the cut. If the orientation of the su
face corresponds to alocal minimum in the Wulff plot, the
surface is at least metastable. However, if there are o
surface orientationsQ i nearby with lower surface free ene
giesg i , the surface prepared by cutting the crystal may
dergo faceting upon annealing. In the simplest case, the e
librium shape of the surface will consist of macroscopica
large facets of two different orientationsQ i ,i 51,2 arranged
in such a way as to retain the average orientationQ over
large distances. This will occur if the surface free energy
the prepared surface is sufficiently high,g( icot(Q2Qi)
.(igicsc(Q2Q i). In the opposite case, if no combination
nearby facets fulfilling the above inequality exists, we ca
the surface stable. It can be used as a substrate for cr
growth without risking that faceting will occur during depo
sition. This notion of stability will be used throughout in th
paper. Thus epitaxy on high-index surfaces allows us to
cess surfaces that are relatively stable in the above se
independent of their absolute stability as facets of crys
formed in equilibrium. We just note briefly that similar con
clusions can be made for nanofacets of heteroepitaxial c
tallites, because epitaxial strain as well as non-neglig
contributions from the edges between adjacent facets
tribute to the energy balance in these systems.

For graphical representation, it is easier to work with
stereographic projection of the orientation vector onto
plane, rather than with the three-dimensional vector its
Because of the crystallographic symmetry, some orientat
are equivalent. Hence it is sufficient to restrict this project
to the triangle whose corners are marked by the three l
index surfaces~001!, ~011!, and~111! ~cf. Fig. 1!. However,
for a polar material such as GaAs,A and B faces must be
distinguished, i.e., one in principle needs to consider t
separate stereographic triangles. Here, we restrict ourse
to A faces. A physical interpretation of the representat
using the stereographic triangle can be given if we assu
for the moment that surface atoms remain at their bulk p
tions. In this case, we can think of a surface of arbitra
orientation as being built up from atomic-scale units of t

FIG. 1. Stereographic triangle. The orientations of the hig
index GaAs surfaces studied and of facets, observed on In
GaAs~001! quantum dots, are indicated by filled circles. The orie
tation of the GaAs~2 5 11! surface is indicated by a cross.
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basic orientations~001!, ~011!, and ~111!. A surface with
orientation at an edge of the stereographic triangle is co
posed of the two low-index surfaces at the respective c
ners. All other surfaces are thought to be composed from
three low-index surfaces, and hence are more complex. H
ever, for a stable singular surface, the above decompos
is merely a hypothetical concept.

A few of the GaAs surfaces on the edges have been s
ied. GaAs~113!A,9–11,15GaAs(1̄1̄3̄)B,16,17GaAs~114!A,18–20

and GaAs(1̄1̄4̄)B ~Ref. 19! are stable, and the structures
GaAs~113!A–(831) ~Ref. 10! and GaAs~114!A2a2(2
31) ~Ref. 20! have been determined by first-principles ca
culations. GaAs~112!A,10,21,22,27 GaAs(1̄1̄2̄)B,10,27

GaAs~122!A,23 GaAs~133!A,22–25 GaAs(1̄3̄3̄)B24 and
GaAs~012!A ~Refs. 22 and 26! are unstable. Surfaces that a
locatedwithin the stereographic triangle have been repor
only for elemental semiconductors@Si~123!,28 Si~137!,28

Ge~126!,29 Ge~1 8 16!,29 Ge~1 15 17!,30 Ge~3 15 23!,31,32

Ge~7 10 12!,32 and Ge~9 21 29! ~Ref. 32!#. However, their
structures have not been determined, and none of these
ies was carried out on planar substrates of the respec
orientation. Also, we note that there is generally no cor
spondence between the surface structure of elemental
compound semiconductors. The only exception is the~114!
surface, where the same reconstruction was found for
~Ref. 33! and GaAs.20

The first indications that there may be a stable GaAs s
face within the stereographic triangle were found in o
study on GaAs~112!A.10,27This surface decomposes into fiv
facets of the orientations~111!, $110%, ~124!, and~214!. The
latter two planes are equivalent and are located within
stereographic triangle~cf. Fig. 1!. The occurrence of thes
facets suggested that the respective surfaces have a low
face energy and are stable. However, the orientation~124!
was determined only with an experimental uncertainty
about 5°.

Further hints were based on the analysis of and exp
ments on GaAs~113!A–(831). This surface is composed o
zigzag chains of arsenic dimers, and within the reconstr
tion the chains occur on two different levels~cf. Fig. 2!. Thus
there are stacks of two dimer chains diagonally on top
each other within a single terrace of this surface. Steps al
these zigzag chains are very straight, and it was conclu
that these zigzag chains are a very stable struct
element.11 Thus we speculated that a surface that is c
structed by continuously stacking the zigzag chains~cf. Fig.

-
s/
-

FIG. 2. Schematic cross section of the GaAs~113!A–(831) re-
construction~solid line!. The gray rectangle indicates the width o
the unit mesh. The zigzag chains of As dimers extend perpend
larly to the plane of drawing and are represented by the thick h
zontal bars. Continuous stacking of such zigzag chains yields
plane~3 7 15! ~dashed line!.
8-2
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SURFACE STRUCTURE OF GaAs~2 5 11! PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 155308
2! may also be stable. The orientation of this plane
~3 7 15!. On a mesoscopic scale, GaAs~113!A–(831) is
fairly rough. This roughness is accompanied by small
gions whose mean orientation is not~113!, and indeed facets
of nanometer size of the orientation~3 7 15! have been ob-
served on this surface.34,35 ~3 7 15! is also located within the
stereographic triangle, and this orientation is in accord w
the experimental data for the facets on GaAs~112!A as well.

Our quest for a stable GaAs surface within the ster
graphic triangle was additionally motivated by reports on
shape of InAs/GaAs~001! quantum dots that form by a sel
organized process. Facets of the orientation$136% ~Ref. 4!
and ~125! ~Ref. 5! were found on these structures. The
planes are located within the stereographic triangle,
Since GaAs and InAs are very similar materials, these ob
vations suggested as well that there may be a stable I
semiconductor surface within the stereographic triangle.
occurrence of these facets was very surprising, because
oretical models for such quantum dots usually assume
their shape is dominated by low-index facets with low s
face energy.36 Therefore information on the respective plan
surface within the stereographic triangle became even m
important.

Experimental evidence that there is indeed a stable G
surface within the stereographic triangle was found in
study on spherical depressions that were ground
GaAs~113!A samples.37 The diameter of these depressio
was 3 mm, and their depth was 150mm. Thus surfaces with
an angle with respect to~113! of up to about 12° were cre
ated in all azimuthal directions. Low-energy electron diffra
tion ~LEED! and scanning tunnel microscope~STM! images
of a stable hitherto unknown surface were observed in a
gion of the depression that was off-oriented from~113! by
(962)° in direction@11̄0#. Due to experimental limitations
the exact orientation of that surface could not be determin
Hence it was at that time not possible to propose any st
tural model, either.

On the basis of this experimental proof, we carried o
experiments on planar GaAs samples that were cut acc
ingly. The results from the depressions were confirmed,
Miller indices of the new stable GaAs surface within t
stereographic triangle could now be identified as~2 5 11!,
and its atomic structure was determined.38 With the help of
these data, we were in another study able to determine
ambiguously the orientation of the dominating bounding f
ets of InAs/GaAs~001! quantum dots as~137!.6 The discov-
ery of the GaAs~2 5 11! surface has been described al
elsewhere.35 In the present paper, we shall supply addition
data and a more detailed discussion of the surface struc
of GaAs~2 5 11!.

II. METHODS

Experiments were carried out in a multichamber ultrah
vacuum ~UHV! system that has been described in de
elsewhere.39 Samples approximately 10310 mm2 large
were cut from two different wafers (n-type, Si-doped, carrie
concentration (1.1–4.8)31018 cm23, purchased from Wafe
Technology! whose nominal orientations are~113! off-
15530
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oriented by 9.7° and by 10.2°, respectively, in directi

@ 1̄10# ~manufacturer’s specification!; i.e., ~3 7 15! and
~19 47 99!, or ~2 5 11! off-oriented by 1° in direction

@19 10 8̄# and by 1° in direction@21 4022#, respectively. On
the wafers the orientation of the projection of@332̄# into the
respective surface plane was indicated by the wafer ma
facturer. This given direction was used for the structu
analysis of the surface and is indicated for orientation
most images of experimental data.@332̄# lies in the planes
~113! and~3 7 15! ~cf. Fig. 2!. The angle between@332̄# and
~2 5 11! is 1.0°. After cleaning in propanol, samples we
introduced into the UHV system via a loading chamber. Af
oxide desorption, samples were treated with several i
bombardment and annealing~IBA ! cycles. The annealing
was carried out under As2 flux at 580°C and yielded alread
diffraction patterns of fairly good quality. Subsequently, la
ers 20–400 nm thick were grown by molecular beam epita
~MBE!. In the MBE chamber, the surface periodicity an
quality was monitored by reflection high-energy electron d
fraction ~RHEED!. The optimum surface quality wa
achieved at a growth temperature of 520–550°C and
As2 :Ga beam equivalent pressure ratio of 7–20. Afterwar
samples were kept under As2 flux at a temperature o
450–460°C for 10–15 min. Different growth parameters
sulted in the same surface structure, but at somewhat w
surface quality. For the second set of experiments, sam
prepared in the aforementioned way were annealed in U
at a temperature of up to 590°C for 5–15 min without A2
flux. After preparation, samples were transferredin situ to
the analysis chambers and characterized by low-energy e
tron diffraction ~LEED! and scanning tunnel microscop
~STM!. STM images were acquired in constant curre
mode.

Complementary to the experimental investigations, fir
principles calculations using density-functional theory~DFT!
were carried out in order to find the optimized atomic stru
ture of the high-index surfaces under study. From the to
energy DFT calculations, absolute numbers of the surf
energies were derived in order to assess the stability of th
surfaces and to corroborate the correctness of the struc
model suggested by previous experimental analysis. We u
the pseudopotential/plane-wave approach for electro
structure calculations, as implemented in the computer c
FHI98MD.40 Norm-conserving pseudopotentials of Hama
type were constructed41 for Ga and As, with the highest oc
cupieds and p orbitals treated as valence states. The el
tronic exchange and correlation effects were treated wit
the local-density approximation.42 The electronic wave func-
tions were expanded into a set of plane waves. The con
gence of this expansion was tested by comparing results
an energy cutoff of 10 and 15 Ry, and agreement of
surface energies to within 2 meV/Å2 was assured. In ou
plane-wave approach, the surface is represented i
repeated-slab geometry, with a separation of adjacent s
by a vaccuum region larger than 11 Å. Laterally, (131)
unit meshs of the~2 5 11! and~3 7 15! surfaces with the the-
oretical bulk lattice constant of GaAs were used, and
started from the bonding topology suggested by experime
8-3
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STM images as input. One surface of the slab was passiv
by pseudohydrogen atoms of two types, with fraction
charges 3/4 and 5/4.43 The dispersion of electronic bands w
sampled using a Monkhorst-Packk-point set44 consisting of
(234) k points in the entire surface Brillouin zone. Conve
gence tests for the slab thickness were performed using
11- and 14-Å thick slabs~i.e., adding one monolayer o
GaAs to the slab!. The results showed that surface energ
converged with respect to slab thickness to better t
1 meV/Å2. The input coordinates of all atoms, apart fro
the hydrogen atoms and their bonding partners, were rela
using the forces calculated self-consistently, until the rema
ing forces were smaller than 0.1 eV/Å. Simulated STM i
ages were generated from the optimized structures by ca
lating and displaying the isosurfaces of a suitably defin
local density of states. This procedure mimics experime
STM images acquired in constant current mode.45

In the following, we briefly describe the method used
obtain absolute surface energies of the relaxed structu
The first step, the calculation of the combined surface ene
gcomb of both the clean and the hydrogen-passivated sur
of the slab, is rather straightforward~see, e.g., Ref. 46!. Let
NAs and NGa be the number of As and Ga atoms in a u
mesh of the slab with areaA, andEslab the cohesive energy
of the slab~relative to isolated atoms!. gcomb is obtained by
subtracting fromEslab a suitable amount of GaAs bulk ma
terial with cohesive energyEGaAs

coh per formula unit,

gcomb~mAs!5@Eslab2NGaEGaAs
coh 1~NAs2NGa!

3~EAs
coh2mAs!#/A. ~1!

We note that, for nonstoichiometric GaAs surfaces, i
whenNGaÞNAs , the surface free energy is a function of th
chemical potential of one of the elements. In experime
the dependence on chemical potential corresponds to a
pendence of the surface preparation on temperature
Ga:As flux ratio. Here, we use the arsenic chemical poten
mAs to account for this dependence. The cohesive energ
solid elemental arsenicEAs

coh constitutes an upper bound fo
mAs ~see also Ref. 46!. In the second step, we determine t
energy of the hydrogen-passivated surface alone and sub
it from gcomb. To this end, reference slabs with tw
hydrogen-terminated surfaces are constructed, which con
the same structural motifs~H–As–H groups, As–H groups
and Ga–H groups! as occur on the hydrogen-passivat
~2 5 11! surface. Specifically, we use a GaAs~001! slab pas-
sivated with H~3/4! on both sides. Its absolute surface ene
can be determined because its two surfaces are symm
equivalent by virtue of a rotation-reflection axis. Thus a f
mula similar to Eq.~1! applies, but with an additional facto
1/2 in account of the two equivalent surfaces. In order
obtain reference energies for monohydride passiva
groups, we employ a GaAs~001! slab with a pair ofA steps
on one surface, where the As atoms at the step carried
sivating As–H groups. In a similar way, a reference slab w
B steps and passivating Ga–H groups is prepared. Eve
ally, we obtain the surface energies of the clean high-in
surfaces by subtracting out the energy contribution of th
15530
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passivating hydride groups. The results are quoted toge
with the linear dependence onmAs , g5gAs-rich1a(EAs

coh

2mAs). The linear coefficenta is determined by the surfac
stoichiometryDNAs , i.e., the number of As atoms per un
mesh that need to be added to a stoichiometric surfac
order to build up the desired structure, according to the re
tion a5DNAs /A.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Atomic structure

A LEED image of GaAs~2 5 11! is shown in Fig. 3~a!. The
spots are arranged in an oblique net. This pattern is iden
to the one that was observed in the spherical depressio
GaAs~113!A.37 This is evidence that the same stable surfa
is now found on a planar sample. The spots are sharp, w
indicates a high surface quality. In contrast to LEED imag
of other stable high-index GaAs surfaces,11,17,19 almost all
the spots are visible. Two different unit meshes are marke
Fig. 3~a!. Unit meshB fulfills the rigorous crystallographic
convention that the basis vectors be as short as possible
was chosen in Ref. 37. However, in the course of the pres
study it turned out that the surface structure is descri
more intuitively by unit meshA. Since the areas of both un
meshes are equal, the two unit meshes are equivalent.
in the following we will refer mostly to unit meshA.

The reciprocal surface net is depicted schematically
the left-hand side of Fig. 3~b!. The corresponding surface ne
in real space is constructed on the right-hand side of
figure. Note that none of the real-space basis vectors is
allel to any of the reciprocal space basis vectors, because
surface net is oblique. From the LEED data it was calcula
that the lengths of the basis vectors of unit meshA are in real
space (11.160.5) and (2161) Å, and the enclosed angle i
68°62°.

Characteristic RHEED images of GaAs~2 5 11! are pre-
sented in Fig. 3~c!. These images appear if the electron be
is aligned along the three directions of high crystal symme
that correspond to the basis vectors of the two unit meshe
real space. Thus one-dimensional cross sections of the re
rocal space surface net are acquired that are oriented pe
dicular to the electron beam. The images were acquire
room temperature. During growth, RHEED patterns were
sically identical but the background intensity was higher. F
each direction, two RHEED images are shown that w
taken at two different angles of incidence of the electro
The specular streak is not necessarily the brightest one,
the intensities of the other streaks are not symmetrically
tributed with respect to the specular streak. The latter ob
vation indicates that the reconstruction is not symmetri
with respect to the plane defined by the electron beam
the surface normal. The diffraction streaks of the zero-or
Laue circle are more pronounced for the greater angle
incidence. However, the relative intensities of the stre
within this circle are different than in the image for th
smaller angle. This is most apparent in direction@23̄1#. At
different angles of incidence the Ewald sphere intersects
rods of the reciprocal net at different heights. The change
8-4
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FIG. 3. ~a! LEED image of
GaAs~2 5 11!. E559 eV. ~b!
Schematic of the surface net in re
ciprocal space~left-hand side! and
in real space~right-hand side!. ~c!
RHEED images of GaAs~2 5 11!.
The vertical lines at the top of the
images mark the positions of th
diffraction streaks of the zero or
der Laue circle. The longest line i
located for each image above th
specular streak. The respectiv
orientations of the electron beam
are indicated on the left-hand sid
of the images. The angles of inci
dence are specified next to the im

ages in direction@ 2̄31̄#. The ex-
perimental uncertainty of the
angles is60.2°. Because of the
off-orientation of the samples, the
actual angle of incidence with re
spect to the plane~2 5 11! is along

@ 4̄5̄3# and @ 3̄1̄1# smaller by
about 1°.
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different rods perpendicular to the surface in a different w

An overview STM image of GaAs~2 5 11! is shown in
Fig. 4~a!. Terraces vary considerably in size, with the larg
ones extending over more than 1000 Å. There are basic
no islands on the terraces. The region on the left-hand sid
the image is the highest one, and from there steps are
tinuously directed downwards towards the right-hand side
the image. This way the off-orientation of the sample is co
pensated. Frequently steps bunch, but small step height
also observed. Altogether, this image looks like the typi
STM image of a vicinal low-index surface. The STM imag
of a smaller area in Fig. 4~b! reveals that on the terraces da
lines are running from the lower left to the upper right. O
this scale there are not any islands visible, either, apart f
a few contaminations.

A high-resolution STM image is depicted in Fig. 5. Th
aforementioned dark lines are indicated by black marker
the borders of the image. Between these lines along@23̄1#,
series of three humps are visible that are oriented roug
along @453̄#. The right-hand side of these series lies high
than the left-hand side, and series on neighboring stripes
shifted with respect to each other in direction@23̄1#. On the
left-hand side of the image, there is also one stripe tha
only two humps wide~cf. arrow!. Two different unit meshes
15530
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are indicated that describe the periodicity of the three-hu
stripes. The lengths of the unit vectors of unit meshA are
;11 and;20 Å, and the enclosed angle is;70°. This is in
accord with the diffraction data, so the two-hump stripe is
deviation from the regular surface structure. Apart from t
type of perturbation, the surface is remarkably perfect: L
cally, there are no vacancies or other small-scale pertu
tions. This observation holds for all STM images of we
prepared GaAs~2 5 11! samples. The STM images in Fig
4~b! and 5 show the same features that were observed in
37. This is the second evidence that the same surface
was discovered in the spherical depressions is now found
a planar sample.

As the nominal orientation of the planar samples w
specified by the wafer manufacturer with an uncertainty
only 0.2°, it was now possible to develop a structural mo
of the surface. Since filled states were detected for the S
images, the humps are most likely arsenic related. The no
nal orientation of most samples was~3 7 15!. On the basis of
the analysis of GaAs~113!A–(831) ~cf. Fig. 2!, arsenic
dimers are expected for surfaces in this angular region. T
it was assumed that the humps correspond to As dimers,
a structural model of GaAs~3 7 15! was modified until agree-
ment with the experimental data was achieved. This way
Miller indices of the new stable GaAs surface were det
8-5
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mined as~2 5 11!. The experimental uncertainties of the ST
and LEED data were irrelevant for the procedure, beca
the distances between atomic scale features of a crysta
have only discrete values.

The resulting structural model of GaAs~2 5 11! is pre-
sented in Fig. 6. Both the unit meshesA andB are indicated,
but the structure is more easily understood by looking at u
meshA. There are three As dimers, three As atoms with o
dangling bond each, and seven Ga atoms with one dang
bond each in the unit mesh. On the filled-states STM ima
the dimers are seen as humps. The dimers are arranged
series along@121̄# that is inclined with respect to the surfac
plane such that the right-hand side lies higher than the
hand side@cf. cross section in Fig. 6~b!#. Between dimer
series that neighbor in direction@453̄#, there is a narrow
trench@dashed vertical lines in Fig. 6~a!#. The Ga atoms in
these trenches are topographically low, and their dang
bonds are unoccupied, thus they appear as the dark line
the STM images.

The lengths of the basis vectors of unit meshA are 10.6
and 20.0 Å, and the enclosed angle is 67.8°. All these

FIG. 4. Overview STM images of GaAs~2 5 11!. ~a! Large area.
Usample522.5 V, I 50.1 nA. ~b! Medium size area.Usample

522.5 V, I 50.13 nA.
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ues are in excellent agreement with the experimental d
The angle between~2 5 11! and the nominal orientation o
the samples is 1.0°. The slope and the mean orientatio
the steps seen in Fig. 4~a! are in accord with this off-
orientation. The angle between@2 5 11#, projected into the
plane spanned by@11̄0# and@113#, and@113# is 10.0°, which
is in good agreement with the experimental value (962)°
that was measured in Ref. 37. The surface structure show
Fig. 6 fulfills the electron counting rule, i.e., the electro
from the Ga dangling bonds can be distributed in such a w
that all the Ga dangling bonds are emptied while all the
dangling bonds are completely filled. Consequently, the s
face has a semiconducting ground state. The fulfillment
the ECR is in accord with the experimentally observed s
bility of the surface.

The complicated structure of this reconstruction can
considered as composed of smaller subunits. The serie
three As dimers lies in the~113! plane, as indicated by the
dashed parallelogram in Fig. 6~a!. GaAs~113!A–(831) is a
stable surface,9,10 but the reconstruction does not conta
such a series of three As dimers. Hence the occurrenc
~113! subunits on GaAs~2 5 11! is not a form of nanofaceting
into low-energy surfaces. Note that due to the inclination
the ~113! plane with respect to~2 5 11!, the dimer bonds are
not parallel to the latter plane that forms the stable surfa
Such a structural motif of inclined dimer bonds has not be
observed on any other GaAs surface.

Dimer series that neighbor in direction@23̄1# form stripes
of the orientation ~137! @area between the two vertica
dashed lines in Fig. 6~a!, see also cross section in Fig. 6~b!#.
These stripes are easily recognizable on the STM ima
The ~137! stripes are not the result of nanofaceting, either,
will be explained in the following. First, the spherical d
pressions studied in Ref. 37 contained also regions of
mean orientation~137!. However, no stable surface wa
found there. Second, GaAs~137! reconstructed according t
the stripes on GaAs~2 5 11! would violate the ECR@the re-
sulting unit mesh is indicated by the dotted parallelogram
Fig. 6~a!#. Therefore it appears unlikely that GaAs~137! is a

FIG. 5. Three-dimensional STM image of a small area
GaAs~2 5 11!. The z scale has been magnified.Usample522.5 V,
I 50.1 nA.
8-6
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FIG. 6. Structural models of
the GaAs~2 5 11! surface. The
solid parallelograms indicate th
unit mesh. The exact positions o
the atoms are the result of the ca
culations described in the text
The size of the circles represen
ing the atoms was chosen accor
ing to their vertical distance from
the uppermost atom. To arrive a
the reconstructed surface, th
lighter shaded As atoms have t
be added to the bulk-terminate
surface.~a! (131) reconstruction,
top view. ~b! (131) reconstruc-
tion, side view.~c! (131) recon-
struction, perspective view.~d!
bulk truncated, perspective view.
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surface of lower energy than GaAs~2 5 11!, although it
should be noted that this argument will be weakened by
ther results presented below. Instead, the stability of the
constructed GaAs~2 5 11! surface is the result of the balanc
between~137! stripes of a certain width and the trenches
between: In the trenches there is one Ga dangling bond
unit mesh@cf. arrow on the right-hand side of Fig. 6~a!#. The
charge contributed by this dangling bond is exactly neces
to make the complete structure fulfill the ECR.

A model of the bulk-truncated GaAs~2 5 11! surface is
shown in Fig. 6~d!. In every atomic layer there is an equ
number of Ga and As atoms. Thus the surface is stoic
metric. All stoichiometric GaAs surfaces automatically fulfi
the ECR. However, there are several atoms with two d
gling bonds each, which is energetically very unfavorab
Hence it is unlikely that this structure is stable. The diffe
ences between the reconstructed surface@Figs. 6~a!–~c!# and
the bulk-truncated surface@Fig. 6~d!# are that two As atoms
were added and that the number of dangling bonds was
duced by dimerization of neighboring As atoms. The ad
tion of As atoms in the model is in agreement with the fa
that the experimental surface preparation was As rich.
dimerization is in accord with the general principle that t
number of dangling bonds at a surface should be small.
periodicity of the reconstruction remains~131!, as observed
by LEED and RHEED~because of the large bulk-truncate
unit mesh, on some high-index surfaces bonds can be cre
and broken without a change of the periodicity!.

The analysis of the experimental data was complemen
by first-principles electronic structure calculations. The s
face free energy at zero temperature of the reconstru
GaAs~2 5 11! surface was determined as 53 meV/Å2

10.0107 Å223(EAs
coh2mAs), as depicted in Fig. 7. In the

same diagram, the corresponding data for the lowest-en
reconstructions of the well-known GaAs~001! surface are in-
dicated by the gray-shaded area. Although a direct comp
son of the surface free energies of surfaces of different c
tallographic orientation is not reasonable, it is clear that
As-rich conditions the value for GaAs~2 5 11! (53 meV/Å2)
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lies well in the range of low-index singular surfaces. The
fore, the theoretical calculations support the proposed st
tural model.

The interpretation of STM images is not straightforwar
because the image is influenced not only by the topogra
but also by the electronic structure of the surface. In orde
support the interpretation of the experimental STM imag
simulated images using the calculated geometry
GaAs~2 5 11! were generated. Experimental high-resoluti
STM images and the corresponding simulated images
presented in Fig. 8. Both filled and empty states images s
elongated humps at three different height levels. Among
experimental images, the resolution of the empty states
age is inferior. This corresponds to the empirical fact that i
more difficult to acquire empty states STM images. The m
difference between filled and empty states images is wh

FIG. 7. Calculated surface energies as a function of the chem
potential of arsenic for the GaAs~2 5 11! surface with three As
dimers per unit mesh~solid line! and for the GaAs~3 7 15! surface
with two As dimers per unit mesh~dashed line!. For comparison,
surface energies of the GaAs~001! surface for three surface recon
structions (c(434), b2(234), andz(432)#, which have the low-
est energies of the presently known reconstructions of GaAs~001!,
are indicated by the shaded region.
8-7
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separation between humps that neighbor in direction@453̄# is
most apparent. On the filled states images, the highest
the lowest humps are well separated. Thus in direction@23̄1#
a trench is visible that has been described above and th
indicated by the black lines at the bottom of Fig. 8~c!. In
contrast, on the empty states images, the intensity does
decrease significantly between the highest and the low
humps. Hence these humps are not well separated. Ther
the trench is seen between the lowest and the middle l
humps, as indicated by the black lines at the bottom of F
8~d!. This observation holds for both experimental and sim
lated images. Altogether, experimental and simulated S
images are in excellent agreement, giving further suppor
our structural model.

The high structural perfection and the extremely sm
roughness of GaAs~2 5 11! make this surface absolutely com
parable to GaAs~001!–b2(234), the GaAs surface that i
most frequently used as a substrate for heterostructures.
might think that the inclination of the dimer series cou
make the GaAs~2 5 11! surface unsuitable as a substrate
growth. However, the corrugation between the highest
the lowest dimer is only 0.5 Å, as opposed to 2.8 Å f
GaAs~001!-b2(234), and the difference in height betwee
the top and the bottom atom with a dangling bond is 2.1
as opposed to 2.8 Å for GaAs~001!–b2(234). Thus
GaAs~2 5 11! is actually less corrugated than GaAs~001!–
b2(234). Nevertheless, the inclined geometry
GaAs~2 5 11! may readily enable the incorporation of ne
atoms, thus facilitating growth on this surface. Also, on t
GaAs~001!–b2(234) surface there are usually many hol
in the size of a few unit meshes.47 Therefore GaAs~2 5 11!
may be a superior substrate for the growth of heterost
tures like, e.g., quantum wells.

FIG. 8. Experimental and simulated high-resolution STM i
ages of GaAs~2 5 11!. The white parallelograms indicate the un
mesh, and the black lines at the bottom mark the dark lines on
images. ~a! Experimental, filled states.Usample522.5 V, I
50.1 nA. ~b! Experimental, empty states.Usample512.5 V, I
50.3 nA. ~c! Simulated, filled states. Arsenic dimers of the stru
tural model in overlay.~d! Simulated, empty states. For the sim
lated images, the local density of states was integrated for an en
interval that extended from the valence band top to22.5 eV below
for the filled states image, and from the bottom of the conduct
band to 1 eV above for the empty states image, respectivel
should be noted that these values do not necessarily have t
identical to the experimental biases, because the complex tunn
process is influenced by factors that cannot be controlled, e.g.
oms from the restgas that adsorb on the tip. What is essential i
distinction between filled and empty states images.
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B. Line defects

Apart from the regular stripes of the reconstruct
GaAs~2 5 11! surface, that are three As dimers wide, t
STM images show as well stripes that are two dimers
seldom, four dimers wide. If such stripes occur, they exte
over several 100 Å, as can be seen in Fig. 9. Such t
dimer stripes are indicated by the arrows at the top of
image. Also, the two-dimer stripes cross step edges with
changing to the regular three-dimer width~cf. left-hand side
of Fig. 5!. Thus these stripes are large-scale, ordered pe
bations of the surface periodicity. Both the large size and
order indicate that these perturbations are fairly stable.
our knowledge, such a type of surface defect has not b
observed on any other surface.

In the following we will focus on the two-dimer stripes
since this type of perturbation is more abundant. A hypoth
cal surface that consisted exclusively of such two-dim
stripes would have the orientation~3 7 15!. The angle be-
tween this plane and~2 5 11! is only 1°. Thus the two-dimer
stripes can be considered either as line defects of the re
struction or as minimally off-oriented nanofacets. A stru
tural model of GaAs~3 7 15! is shown in Fig. 10. This is in
fact the structure that results from continuously stacking
zigzag dimer chains of the GaAs~113!A–(831) reconstruc-
tion, as described in the introduction. These zigzag cha
are indicated in Fig. 10 by the dotted lines. A two-dim
stripe is marked by the area between the two dashed li
The unit mesh of the reconstructed GaAs~3 7 15! surface
contains two As dimers, two As atoms with one dangli
bond each, and five Ga atoms with one dangling bond e
This configuration does not fulfill the ECR; there is an e
cess of one-quarter of an electron per unit mesh. The vi
tion of the ECR suggests that this surface is of high ene
and unstable. However, fairly large areas of this struct
occur nevertheless on the stable GaAs~2 5 11! surface, that

e

-

rgy

n
It
be
ng
at-
he

FIG. 9. STM image of GaAs~2 5 11!. The arrows at the top
image border indicate particularly long two-dimer stripes. The
lipse highlights a location where the widths of two neighbori
stripes changes simultaneously.Usample522.6 V, I 50.2 nA.
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doesfulfill the ECR. Hence the difference in energy betwe
these two surfaces may be not as big as one would initi
expect on the basis that one surface fulfills the ECR, and
other one does not.

In fact, in terms of saturation of dangling bonds the tw
surfaces are remarkably similar. First, they comprise ob
ously the same structural motifs. Second, quantitatively
dangling-bond density of the reconstructed GaAs~3 7 15! sur-
face is greater by only 0.1% than that of the reconstruc
GaAs~2 5 11! surface@absolute values: GaAs~2 5 11! 8.176
31022Å 22, GaAs~3 7 15! 8.18531022Å 22, for comparison
GaAs~001!–b2(234) 7.82231022Å 22#. In order to eluci-
date this finding, first-principles electronic structure calcu
tions were carried out also for the reconstruct
GaAs~3 7 15! surface. At zero temperature the surface fr
energy of this surface is 55 meV/Å210.0097 Å223(EAs

coh

2mAs). The respective curve has also been included in F
7. For As-rich conditions, as chosen in the experiments,
energy value for GaAs~3 7 15! (55 meV/Å2) is only insig-
nificantly greater than the one for GaAs~2 5 11!
(53 meV/Å2). In addition, the calculations show that th
valence band is not completely filled on the GaAs~3 7 15!
surface, as implied by its violation of the ECR. The uniq
simultaneous observation of these two structures that d
only with respect to fulfillment of the ECR allows an eval
ation of the relative relevance of two important principles
the structure of semiconductor surfaces: It appears that
energy gain arising from the minimization of the number
dangling bonds is significantly greater than the gain aris
from reaching a semiconducting ground state. It is sugge
that this holds for semiconductor surfaces in general. Th
fore structural models for unknown reconstructions that v
late the ECR should not be excludeda priori, as it is com-
monly done.

The orientation that corresponds to the four-dimer stri
is ~5 13 29!. This surface structure violates the ECR, to
Thus similar conclusions may be drawn.

FIG. 10. Structural model of the reconstructed GaAs~3 7 15!–
(131) surface in top view. The solid parallelogram indicates
unit mesh. The exact positions of the atoms are the result of
calculations. The size of the circles representing the atoms
chosen according to their vertical distance from the upperm
atom. To arrive at the reconstructed surface, the lighter shade
atoms have to be added to the bulk-terminated surface.
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Compound semiconductor surface structures that vio
the ECR have been found before.48,49,52–55 However, on
GaSb~001! ~Ref. 48! and on GaN~0001! ~Ref. 49! this viola-
tion is accompanied by a significant enrichment of one of
components at the surface~Sb and Ga, respectively!. Thus
the composition at the surface deviates significantly from
one in the bulk. As a matter of fact, the basis for the ECR
the different energies of the sp3-hybrid orbitals as they occu
in the bulk compound.8 Hence in the case of one or eve
more complete layers of one of the components on the
face, a violation of the ECR is not so surprising. In the h
eroepitaxial reconstruction Sb/GaAs~111!B,54,55 the violation
of the ECR seems to be induced by the strain contribution
the surface free energy. The only known GaAs reconstruc
which has been questioned to fulfill the ECR is t
GaAs(1̄1̄1̄) –(A193A19) reconstruction.50–53 Structural
models have been suggested for this surface on the bas
Auger analysis,50 STM,51 calculations in the tight-binding
approximation,52 and x-ray Auger analysis.53 It was pointed
out already that a unit cell with an odd number of atom
sites presents an inherent difficulty to fulfill the ECR.53 Fur-
thermore, in view of the large size of the unit cell, the char
imbalance in the proposed models is relatively small. Nev
theless, this case remains unresolved. In the case
GaAs~2 5 11!/~3 7 15! a significant deviation from the bulk
composition does not occur at the surface. Moreover, th
two surface structures are very similar so that difference
strain can be excluded. Thus the only difference left is t
one fulfills the ECR and the other one does not. The pres
study does indeed give interesting insight into the nature
compound semiconductor surfaces.

For completeness it should be noted that for eleme
semiconductors similar conclusions have already b
drawn. Despite the general principle that surfaces of se
conductors tend to have a semiconducting band structur
well, one of the most famous surface reconstructio
Si~111!–(737), is metallic.56 Also, first-principles calcula-
tions for Si~001!–(231) showed that the major part of th
reduction in surface energy compared to the bulk-trunca
surface is achieved by dimerization, yielding the saturat
of dangling bonds. This process causes a gain in energ
1.8 eV, while the dimer buckling that makes the surfa
semiconducting contributes only an energy difference of 0
eV.57 As a consequence of the small energy difference as
ciated with buckling, it is possible to observe both asymm
ric and symmetric (231) domains coexisting on the Si~001!
surface under suitable conditions.58 Similarly, we observe on
the GaAs~2 5 11! surface a coexistence of two almost dege
erate local structures.

Given the small difference in energy betwee
GaAs~2 5 11! and GaAs~3 7 15!, the occurrence of the two
dimer stripes is easily understood. This energy difference
well below the thermal energy available during growt
Therefore entropic considerations alone make the occurre
of the two-dimer stripe probable. In addition, the two stru
tures are very similar, so the formation of a two-dimer ser
instead of the regular three-dimer one is fairly probable
single two-dimer series, surrounded by three-dimer ser
would give rise to domain boundaries with additional da

e
as
st
As
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gling bonds. In contrast, the borders between a two-dim
stripe and the neighboring three-dimer stripes are indis
guishable from the borders between neighboring three-di
stripes. Thus a whole stripe of two-dimer series develo
Once a two-dimer stripe has formed, it is stabilized kine
cally: In order to turn it into a three-dimer stripe, all th
neighboring stripes on the whole terrace would have to
shifted. This would necessitate a significant structural cha

across thewhole terracein direction @453̄#. While the re-
quired long-range mass transport is difficult to achieve, lo
rearrangements are more probable. Indeed, one can ex
mentally observe that two-dimer stripes change into thr
dimer stripes, but only if the neighboring three-dimer stri
changes at the same location into a two-dimer stripe. T
can be seen in Fig. 9~cf. ellipse!.

Some of the studied samples are of the nominal orie
tion ~3 7 15!. Hence one may suspect that the occurrence
the two-dimer stripes is due to the macroscopic o
orientation from the direction~2 5 11!. However, the over-
view STM images show that this off-orientation is mos
compensated by well-resolved steps, and not by the t
dimer stripes. Also, such stripes were observed also on
samples that were off-oriented in a different direction. Mo
over, four-dimer-wide stripes were also found on the~3 7 15!
samples. Four-dimer stripes cause in fact a change in or
tation in the opposite direction than the macroscopic o
orientation of the samples. Therefore we conclude that
occurrence of stripes of a different width is an intrinsic p
turbation of the GaAs~2 5 11! surface.

Finally, we would like to add an interesting speculatio
According to our calculations, GaAs~3 7 15! is weakly me-
tallic. Thus the thin stripes of this orientation that are emb
ded in the semiconducting GaAs~2 5 11! surface could possi
bly be electronically one-dimensional systems. Therefore
experimental study on the electronic structure
GaAs~2 5 11! is desirable.

C. Annealing in ultrahigh vacuum

For GaAs~001! it is well known that, depending on th
preparation conditions, different reconstructions form at
surface.59,60 Thus in addition to varying the growth param
eters, GaAs~2 5 11! surfaces that had previously been pr
pared by MBE were annealed in ultrahigh vacuum. As
senic desorbs at a lower temperature than gallium,
preparation method usually yields gallium-rich structures

A LEED image of the resulting surface is shown in Fi
11. The background intensity is higher than on the ima
taken after MBE preparation@cf. Fig. 3~a!#, and fewer spots
are visible. The diffraction pattern is clearly different: Pri
to annealing in UHV, there are rows of neighboring partic
larly bright spots along@75̄1# and @19 10 8̄#. In contrast, in
Fig. 11 there are rows of bright spots along directions tha
close to@ 1̄6 35 1̄3# and @19 10 8̄#. Also, many spots of the
complete diffraction pattern are not visible. The separati
of the spots are different, too. The lengths of the unit mesC
that is marked in Fig. 11 are in real space 11.060.5 Å and
27.561.4 Å, and the enclosed angle is 84°64°.
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An overview STM image of the UHV annealed surface
presented in Fig. 12. Step edges that are fairly straight
typically about 1000 Å extend from the upper left to th
lower right, e.g., as a continuation of the white arrow in F
12. However, these straight step edges do not meet other
edges but end in regions of even gray level, i.e., cons
average height. Thus there are not any extended terrace
opposed to Fig. 4~a!, the surface is automatically mor
rough. Steps decline from the bottom left-hand part of
image towards the top right-hand part of the image. The
fore both the orientation of the step edges and of the m
slope of the surface are different than prior to annealing
UHV.

A higher resolution reveals that on the surface there
rows of humps running from the upper left to the lower rig
@Fig. 13~a!#. The different gray levels suggest that the hum
belong to different layers. However, steps are clearly visi
only at two locations@cf. arrows in Fig. 13~a!#. Throughout
the rest of the image, there seems to be an irregular up
down of adjacent humps. Thus there are not any exten
terraces. These features can also be seen on the STM im

FIG. 11. LEED image of the GaAs~2 5 11! surface after anneal
ing in UHV. E557 eV.

FIG. 12. Overview STM image of the GaAs~2 5 11! surface after
annealing in UHV.Usample522.5 V, I 50.3 nA.
8-10
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SURFACE STRUCTURE OF GaAs~2 5 11! PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 155308
of a small area in Fig. 13~b!. On this image a unit mesh i
indicated that is almost squared. However, a periodic
rangement of the humps can be found only for areas
have the size of only a few unit meshes. Thus the meas
ments of the unit mesh cannot be determined with high
curacy. The lengths of the unit vectorsd1 and d2 are ;11
and ;10 Å, respectively, and the enclosed angle is;90°.
The orientations of these unit vectors and the length ofd1 are
in fairly good agreement with the LEED data, butd2 is sig-
nificantly smaller thanc2.

The high background intensity of the LEED image ind
cates that the surface is poorly ordered. This conclusio
confirmed by the STM images that show a rough surf
with very small domains of periodic structures. However,
absence of spot splitting in LEED and of well evolved i
clined areas in STM suggests that the surface does not d
into facets of surfaces of other orientation.

The unit meshes of the UHV annealed surface and
GaAs~2 5 11! are incommensurate. Thus it is unlikely th
during annealing a different reconstruction of this orientat
evolves. Instead, we suppose that areas of a nearby su

FIG. 13. STM images of the GaAs~2 5 11! surface after anneal
ing in UHV. ~a! Medium size area.Usample522.5 V, I 50.1 nA.
~b! Small area.Usample522.5 V, I 50.1 nA.
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form that is under Ga-rich conditions energetically more
vorable than GaAs~2 5 11!. This conclusion is corroborate
by the observation that the average step direction and
mean slope of the surface change during annealing. He
planar regions are in a different direction off-oriented w
respect to the nominal sample orientation than it is the c
for GaAs~2 5 11!. However, because of the high degree
roughness, such planar regions are small.

Different unit meshes were extracted from the LEED a
STM data of the UHV annealed surface. When the exp
mental uncertainties are taken into account, it holdsc1'd1

and c2'3d2. There could be two reasons for this incons
tency. First, the humps in the STM images could be rela
to different structural elements that cannot be distinguis
due to the limited resolution. In this case only every th
hump would be actually equivalent. Second, there could b
small shift after every third hump that is not recognizable
the STM images because the ordered domains are so s
Thus these shifts would not be distinguishable from the ub
uitous defects.

Because of the high degree of disorder on the surface,
difficult to construct a structural model and assign the hum
in the STM images to structural elements. Bright features
filled states images of GaAs are usually related to arse
states. Indeed, both the length and the orientation with

spect to@332̄#pro j of c1'11 Å'd1 are in good accord with
those ofa1510.6 Å on GaAs~2 5 11!. Thus the humps on
the STM images of the UHV annealed surface could also
due to arsenic dimers. The occurrence of arsenic dimers
surface that was prepared under Ga-rich conditions m
seem surprising. However, the GaAs~114!A2a2(231) re-
construction, which forms after a similar preparation, a
contains arsenic dimers.20 Anyhow, an arrangement of ar
senic dimers that would be in accord with the experimen
unit vectors is not possible near the~2 5 11! plane. Hence at
least some of the humps are related to a different struct
motif.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

GaAs~2 5 11! is a stable compound semiconductor surfa
locatedwithin the stereographic triangle. After preparatio
by MBE, a (131) reconstruction is observed whose chara
teristic structural element is a series of three As dimers tha
inclined with respect to the surface plane. On a mesosco
scale, the surface morphology is similar to that of low-ind
surfaces. The surface free energy falls well into the range
those of low-index surfaces. The surface periodicity
GaAs~2 5 11! is perturbed by thin stripes that belong to th
orientation~3 7 15!. The analysis of this regular perturbatio
suggests that, in general, on semiconductor surfaces the
in stability arising from the minimization of the number o
dangling bonds is significantly greater than the gain aris
from reaching a semiconducting ground state. Annealing
UHV yields a fairly rough surface whose mean orientation
different from ~2 5 11!.
8-11
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